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Abstract 

In the midst of economic crisis and violent anti-government protests, the president of 

Venezuela, Nicolás Maduro, convoked a Constituent Assembly in May 2017. The 

initiative aims to transform the State and craft a new Constitution without consulting the 

Venezuelan people. The response of the population has intensified the division between 

government and opposition, generating unexpected turns that make it difficult for media 

to provide a proper and accurate coverage of events. This paper uses critical discourse 

analysis of newspaper‟s articles and Twitter trending topics to suggest that these media 

platforms have constructed a dichotomy. This dichotomy addresses the Constituent 

Assembly as a victory for the Bolivarian Revolution, but a misfortune for the opposition. 

It also denotes the use linguistic means to validate the political ideology of the media 

platforms analyzed. I argue that this construction keeps fragmenting media spheres in 

Venezuela, perverting their role and fostering confrontation and inequality within both 

groups. A thorough study of the complexities of Venezuela‟s political realm and an inter-

political approach to transforming the legal framework are proposed to foster freedom of 

expression over the defense of political ideologies in media. 

Keywords:  Bolivarian Revolution; Constituent Assembly; freedom of expression; 

ideology; media coverage; media spectrum; media spheres. 
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Introduction 

The new millennium brought favorable conditions for left-leaning governments in 

Latin America. After decades of subordination to neoliberal policies, the claims made by 

socialist leaders revealed the need to detach from this political order. This awakening 

revolved around the search for a new political ideology in the region: a new beginning in 

terms of sovereignty that was tangled with Latin America‟s Pink Tide movement. This 

political transformation promised to empower Latin American communities by shifting 

their status quo towards popular participation, inclusion, worldwide recognition and new 

expressions of independence. This movement was deeply inspired by the now deceased 

president of Venezuela, Hugo Chávez, and was named 21st Century Socialism. 

The ascendancy of Chávez and 21st Century Socialism has been related to the 

struggle over neoliberalism (Albo 2006). Beginning in the final decades of the 20th 

century, a deep social and economic crisis laid bare the shortcomings of Venezuela‟s 

frail neoliberal system. Amidst the deterioration of the traditional political apparatus, 

Chávez emerged in 1992 as a leader capable of organizing movements among the 

military force that tried to hijack the constituted Venezuelan government. Although these 

actions failed and put Chávez in jail, he became a hero among marginalized groups and 

those who did not support the neoliberal agenda of Venezuela‟s political elites. In 1999, 

Chávez‟s strategies blew up the political system, this time not from the shadows of 

insurrection. He defeated media projections, detractors, traditional parties and 

experienced candidates to become president of Venezuela.  

The Venezuelan people greeted this new political era with great enthusiasm and 

also great skepticism. Chávez began to reorganize Venezuela around his ideals with 

ample support from different sectors of society. His proposal sought an institutional 

change, held together by massive popular participation and ambiguous military support. 

Chávez started this transformation by promoting a Constituent Assembly that crafted a 

new Constitution. This represented the birth of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. 

Chávez demonstrated that revolutions and political changes cannot be 

accomplished in isolation, and widespread support among the people is a big 

determinant of their success. Chávez‟s popularity among marginalized minorities, his 
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discourse, and radical policies defined 21st Century Socialism, in terms of foreign and 

domestic socio-economic reforms (Petras, 2009). Four years after Chavez‟s death, 

Venezuela is immersed in a profound social, political and economic crisis. The 

unsustainable rentier economic model, major corruption scandals, and the incapacity of 

president Nicolas Maduro to replicate Chávez‟s amusing personality have harmed the 

Bolivarian Revolution.  

Venezuela‟s media is playing a persuasive role in addressing the struggles of the 

Bolivarian Revolution. The consumption of political news has divided along different 

political lines. Media platforms have been shaped by media reforms that uphold strong 

restrictions, which in turn underlay the loss of spaces for dissident voices, fragmentation 

of audiences and media spheres.     

Media in Venezuela is very susceptible to politics, and has become a battlefield 

for government and opposition supporters to contest and defend the Bolivarian 

Revolution. The values of each group have influenced the way media portrays the 

Bolivarian struggles. In representing these opposition values, the media would seem to 

hold some power over the direction the national discourse turns.  

This paper is divided into five chapters, and reveals a national mediascape that 

directly influences the role of media in addressing the efforts of president Nicolas 

Maduro and his administration to maintain Chavez‟s legacy. The study advances an 

analytical framework to explain the journey of the Bolivarian Revolution towards the 

Constituent Assembly proposed by Maduro in May 2017, and how media spheres are 

being utilized to report on and shape the outcomes of this event.  

Chapter 1 introduces those aspects of the Bolivarian Revolution that I consider 

imperative to understanding the current political situation in Venezuela. Firstly, I explain 

the Constituent Assembly of 1999, and the role of the constituent and constituted power 

during the implementation of the new Bolivarian Constitution vis-à-vis the dynamics of 

the pre-Chávez era. I argue that the concepts of popular participation, integration, and 

social justice promoted by the Bolivarian Revolution during this process were used to 

justify and secure the replacement of Venezuela‟s political leadership from the neoliberal 

to the Bolivarian oligarchy. Secondly, I discuss how the new reforms turned into an 

epistemic idea that injected Simón Bolivar‟s ideals as right approach to pursue political 
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transformation in the country. Thirdly, I acknowledge the highlights of the Bolivarian 

Constitution, and why it can be considered a powerful instrument to promote a 

participatory democracy. I also present what I consider to be the dark side of the 

Bolivarian Revolution, and how the beautiful ideals portrayed in the Bolivarian 

Constitution have been perverted with legal artifices and corruption, which lead us to 

wonder if the Bolivarian Revolution is truly sustainable. Finally, I reflect on what 

Chavismo after Chávez looks like, and the struggles of president Nicolás Maduro vis-à-

vis the opposition. I engage with the analysis of Venezuela‟s politics conducted by 

Marcano and Barrera (2007), Lansberg-Rodríguez (2016) and Wilpert (2003) to explain 

the efforts of president Maduro to advance his agenda. I suggest that despite its 

participatory rhetoric, the Bolivarian Revolution has entrenched new oligarchic powers, 

forcing the dissidence and opposition to take a war of movement1 (Gramsci, 2011) to 

fight for democracy and challenge the dominance of the Bolivarian leadership. 

In Chapter 2, I discuss the role of Bolivarian Revolution in the transformation of 

media in Venezuela, which includes the enactment of the 2005 Ley de Responsabilidad 

Social en Rádio y Televisión (Ley RESORTE - Law on Social Responsibility on Radio 

and Television). Following Curran and Park‟s (2000) conceptualization of authoritarian 

neoliberal societies and Giroux‟s (2005) assessment of the representation of private 

media elite, I unpack the vestiges of Venezuela‟s authoritarian neoliberal ideology as 

displayed by the Venezuelan media‟s dependence on a private media elite. This aims to 

explain how the way Venezuelans consume news has changed in the last 18 years, and 

why the internet and digital media are now spaces to contest and circumvent the control 

imposed on Venezuela‟s media environment. Finally, I analyze the structure of 

Venezuela‟s media outlets based on official data provided by the Instituto de Prensa y 

Sociedad en Venezuela (Institute of Press and Society in Venezuela). The data is 

organized into three distinct categories: Type of media, ownership structure, and political 

stance, which helps visualize the actual influence of the Bolivarian reforms.  

In chapter 3, I present the methodology and materials used to conduct the 

analysis. I include two major media platforms: Print media and Twitter. These platforms 

were selected as they appeal to audiences from different socioeconomic and political 

                                                
1
 War of movement is also a term by Gramsci to define “the phase of open conflict between 

classes, where the outcome is decided by direct clashes between revolutionaries and the State” 
(McHugh, 2013, para. 2) 
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stratus. The empirical evidence is selected from two newspapers that are clearly defined 

within the government and opposition spectrum: El Nacional and Correo del Orinoco, 

and was organized using a codification table adapted from Berelson‟s (1971) model for 

qualitative analysis. The analysis of Twitter is based on two trending topics that were 

fueled by both government and opposition in a two-week period: 

#MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela (Maduro‟s supporters get out of Venezuela) and 

#ConstituyenteEsDeTodos (The Constituent Assembly belongs to everybody). The study 

highlights the use of language to convey ideological messages to address the 

Constituent Assembly.  

Chapter 4 briefly explains the Constituent Assembly and focuses on the analysis 

of newspapers articles and Twitter trends selected. Firstly, I explain the Constituent 

Assembly based on the legal framework established in the Bolivarian Constitution. I aim 

to demonstrate how the Constituent Assembly of president Maduro transgresses Articles 

347 and 348 of the Constitution, which describe the procedures to activate changes in 

the State‟s order. I also introduce the committee base of the Constituent Assembly and 

explain why is not in synchrony with the law. This event reveals the role of media 

spheres and Bolivarian policy frameworks in the construction of public opinion in the 

country.  Secondly, I introduce the analysis of newspaper articles. Four themes were 

identified to highlight the arguments used by these newspapers to back up their articles, 

according to their ideology and editorial line. The last part of the analysis is based on the 

Twitter trends selected. It depicts tables and figures of the data to categorize the reach 

of the trending topics in terms of most influential, engaging and active users, as well as 

the most used words that define the interests of government and opposition audiences. 

Following Habermas‟ (1971) argument about the use of language as a medium of 

domination to legitimate power relations, the analysis evidences the need of reaching 

out to audiences to validate political ideologies of both government and opposition. It 

also shows the bias of printed media and the use of linguistic means that segregate, 

divide and perpetuate confrontation. 

Lastly, in chapter 5 the conclusions raise the question of what kind of identities 

are being constructed by Venezuela‟s media. I argue that the Constituent Assembly of 

president Maduro has promoted a media discussion that is based on confrontation. I 

also suggest that hoping for equitable distribution of media spaces may be feasible just if 

the Bolivarian media reforms are revisited. One way of doing so is by adopting an inter-
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political approach and including all the voices in the political discussion. This could 

guarantee the ability of media to craft news that covers all the possible dimensions of 

one issue, respecting and fostering freedom of expression regardless of political 

ideology.  
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Chapter 1.  
 
The Bolivarian Revolution   

Hugo Chávez took office as president of Venezuela in January 1999. According 

to Wilpert (2003), Chávez was not clear on what direction he projected to take the 

country. However, his intention to write a new Constitution was clear from the beginning. 

The resulting Bolivarian Revolution was influenced by the concept of national and 

regional integration, and also promoted a profound socio-economic transformation. The 

institutionalization of this change was initially articulated in terms of the “originary power” 

of citizens, which were defined as the “sovereign constituent subject” (Kalyvas, 2013, 

para.1). Although this model advocated for the proactive involvement of Venezuelans in 

matters of mutual interest, it ended up entrenching a new Bolivarian oligarchy that is 

highly protected by the government and controls most spaces without restrictions. For 

this reason, the opposition has now taken a war of movement (Gramsci, 2011) and 

constantly clashes with the Bolivarian leadership in their fight for democracy. 

1.1. Constituent Assembly of 1999 

The transformation of Venezuela‟s politics started with the initiative of writing a 

new Constitution. The consultative referendum of 1999 approved the initiative with great 

success, guaranteeing the transformation of the State. Under these previsions, the 

election was held, and results led Chávez‟s coalition Polo Patriótico (Patriotic Pole) to 

secure 65.8 per cent of the electorate and 122 seats, whereas the opposition coalition 

Polo Democrático (Democratic Pole) secured just four seats, which represented 22.1 per 

cent of the electorate. Other parties -who were considered part of the opposition to 

Chávez, but not part of the Democratic Pole- obtained 12.1 per cent of the votes and 

secured just three seats. Three additional stalls were previously given to indigenous 

representatives. These results were benefitial to Chávez but detrimental to the 

opposition. 2 “Had the principle of proportional representation for minorities been applied, 

the opposition would have secured 44 seats. Voter abstention hovered around 53.8 per 

                                                
2
 Nohlen, D., & MyiLibrary. (2005). Elections in the Americas. Vol. 2, South America: A data 

handbook, p. 567 – 568. 
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cent, according to the statistics of the National Electoral Council” (Marcano and Barrera, 

2007, p. 305). This suggests that the Constituent Assembly was entrenched to Chávez‟s 

needs and Bolivarian ideals. In an interview conducted by Marta Harnecker (2005), 

Chávez indicated:  

I believe that the process of framing the Constitution was quite open. I 
believe there was a lot of participation, but what happened was that we 
had to set a time limit on the process. A large debate would have 
interfered with the speed at which the political process needed to move 
forward (p. 49). 

One must acknowledge that before Chávez, a thorough debate to discuss 

proposals from different sectors was never conducted. However, the Bolivarian initiative 

ended up replicating the same pattern established by the old bipartisan neoliberal order 

that dominated the country for almost forty years. Before Chávez, just two political 

parties, Acción Democrática (AD - Democratic Action) defined as centre-left, and Comité 

de Organización Política Electoral Independiente (COPEI - Independent Political 

Electoral Organization Committee) defined as centre-right, held onto power without any 

strong opposition. “They were multi-class parties, but their primary composition, 

however, originated in the middle class.” (Villa, 2005, para.7).  

 AD and COPEI were committed to promoting a representative democracy. This 

bipartisan dynamic allowed both parties to command institutions such as the Supreme 

Court of Justice and the Parliament, regardless of the party that was occupying the 

presidency at the moment. During this period, most Venezuelans did not talk about their 

situation in terms of anti-imperialism. Additionally, bilateral relations with capitalist 

countries such as the United States were somewhat effective, and the country‟s 

leadership did not have an active nationalist discourse. Other actors such as the armed 

force, unions and the church were included in the political discussion. They became 

strong institutions tied to the leadership of the bipartisan government. These institutions 

were capable of negotiating with the government when needed, thereby developing a 

pact of governance that was disrupted by Chávez in the early 1990‟s. 

The political ascendancy of Chavez is deeply intertwined with the struggle 
over neoliberalism. The self-destruction of Venezuela‟s so-called “stable 
democracy” occurred through the 1990s, as social polarization and 
turmoil emerged in response to International Monetary Fund and the 
United States backed efforts to impose neoliberal austerity, including 
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major rioting in Caracas over the implementation of structural adjustment 
policies. (Albo, 2006, p. 1)   

I argue that even though the Bolivarian Revolution was portrayed as post-

neoliberal and relied on a discourse based on popular sovereignty, it did not eliminate 

the tendency of elites dominating Venezuela‟s political order. Rather, the political 

neoliberal elite was substituted with the Bolivarian elite, creating a new Bolivarian 

oligarchy that is backed up by the Bolivarian Constitution. Some tendencies such as the 

clientelistic distribution of oil revenues has remained during the Bolivarian Revolution. It 

safeguarded the political oligopoly of AD and COPEI for years, and it has also 

safeguarded the Bolivarian Revolution in the last 18 years. If the efforts to impose 

neoliberal austerity harmed the political oligopoly of AD and COPEI in the early 1900‟s, 

the efforts to impose Chavista austerity have also affected the Bolivarian Revolution in 

recent years. The current crisis responds to the efforts of the Bolivarian Revolution to 

sustain their legacy. 

1.2. The new oligarchic power  

The changes introduced in the Bolivarian Constitution are characterized by a 

high concentration of power. These reforms are intertwined with Bolivar‟s figure and 

Chávez‟s enduring ambitions, and were embedded into Venezuela‟s society suggesting 

that Bolivar‟s vision was the right approach to conduct the political transformation of the 

country. I argue that it can also be interpreted as a liberation from the neoliberal ties that 

dominated Venezuela for years before Chavez‟s rise to power. During an interview with 

journalist Aleida Guevara (2005), Chávez indicated that  

in Venezuela, there had once been a great plan. Almost 200 years ago a 
transcended national border: it was Bolivar‟s plan for a United America, a 
Greater Colombia, but it came to nothing. What is happening today, 
Aleida, is exactly what Neruda predicted when he said, “Bolivar wakes 
every 100 years when the people awake”. (p.10) 

The liberation from old neoliberal ties led to a new Bolivarian oligarchy that installed 

pivotal changes in the legislature of Venezuela, and it is also well represented in most 

state offices. The new Parliament conceded additional powers to Chávez, which let him 

legislate through special enabling laws. The government needed a more responsive 

legislature able to pass laws more quickly (Wilpert, 2003), which pushed forward the 

concentration of power already established in the Bolivarian Constitution. Also, 
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increasing the presidential term from five to six years and allowing immediate re-

election, guaranteed Chávez‟s presidency for 13 years until his sudden death in March 

2013. This contributed to the portrayal of Chávez‟s messianic as the only one capable of 

solving the challenges of the nation. 

Chávez is a symbol that has not been devoured by the protocol of power. 
He always breaks through the ostensible solemnity of the events he 
attends and will pomp and circumstance to hug a little old lady calling out 
to him or sweep a child up to his arms”. (Marcano and Barrera, 2007, p. 
265)  

Chávez‟s cult of personality has been promoted and perpetuated by the Bolivarian 

oligarchy. He is now seen as a deity with the power to show up as a pajarito (little bird) 

to convey messages of hope. Extreme Chavista groups have adapted the Lord‟s Prayer 

to him, and murals of Chávez accompanied with Bolívar, and other figures of 

Venezuela‟s independence are portrayed in most public institutions. Amidst those 

symbolic means, Chávez‟s anti-establishment rhetoric has become an appendix of the 

Bolivarian Revolution. Some colloquialisms such as camarada (comrade), escuálido 

(scrawny) and majunche (crappy) were coined by Chávez and the Bolivarian leadership 

to connect with marginalized sectors of society.  

The role of the military as the primary institution of the country is probably the 

most frightening aspect of the Bolivarian oligarchy. Military officers were now considered 

civilians with the right to vote, which blurred the line that divided the average citizen from 

the armed force. Although this idea pretended to promote a civil-military relationship 

based on mutual cooperation, I argue that it instead encouraged political sectarianism 

within the military, and ended up benefiting the political project of Chávez. It led to 

absolute control of the army, and suppression of all forms of divergent political activity. A 

Chavista military fiercely loyal to the Bolivarian Revolution, and a sector of society 

enchanted with the fiery rhetoric of the Bolivarian leadership have been particularly 

dangerous for the country. This dynamic promoted the creation of pro-government civil 

armed militias with no military training that claim their loyalty to the Bolivarian Revolution. 

They are willing to defend Chávez‟s political project and are supported by the military 

and Bolivarian leadership. I argue that these civil militias symbolize the submission of 

the law and civil society to the Bolivarian Revolution‟s ideals. Their actions intend to 

bring dissidence to justice, and aim to neutralize any effort to disrupt the agenda of the 

government to secure its success. 
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1.3. Strengths of the Bolivarian Constitution 

Integration, sovereignty and popular participation are principles highly 

encouraged in the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. “While clearly 

presidential powers have been increased, one must keep in mind that the Constitution 

balances these through increases in the population‟s power” (Wilpert, 2003, para. 39). 

Firstly, the Bolivarian Constitution has been the only one ever approved by a popular 

referendum in Venezuela. This Constitution introduced innovations that are theoretically 

progressive and go beyond mere civil rights. The inclusion of popular referenda reflects 

the ideal political culture of participatory democracies, and it is one of the major 

achievements of the Bolivarian Constitution. Four types of referenda are established: 

recall, consultative, rescinding and approving. During Chávez‟s presidency, three 

consultative, one recall and two approving referenda were successfully carried out. 

Whereas most political systems around the world acknowledge just Executive, 

Judiciary and Legislative power, the Bolivarian Constitution includes Citizen3 and 

Electoral4 power as two independent branches of government. It also supports equality 

for men and women and guarantees social security to homemakers. Besides civil rights, 

the nation is also responsible for human rights such as employment, housing, free health 

care and education. For the first time the history of Venezuela, constitutional rights were 

given to indigenous communities. The state supports, guarantees and respects their 

land, culture, and customs. Moreover, indigenous communities have representation in 

the National Assembly. Tied to indigenous rights, the Constitution also guarantees 

environmental rights, such as the protection of biological diversity, natural resources and 

the submission of periodical reports to assess the impact of activities that could cause 

environmental harm. 

                                                
3
 According to Article 273 of the Bolivarian Constitution of Venezuela: “Citizen Power is exercised 

by the Republican Ethics Council, consisting of the People Defender*, the General Prosecutor* 
and the General Comptroller of the Republic” Additionally, “is independent and its organs enjoy 
operating, financial and administrative autonomy”. 
4
 Article 294 of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, highlights that “The organs comprising 

Electoral Power are governed by principles of organic independence, functional and budgetary 
autonomy, separation of the electoral organs from the political parties, impartiality and citizen 
participation, as well as decentralization of electoral administration, transparency and 
expeditiousness of the voting process and tallying of votes”. 
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Other significant achievements of the Bolivarian Constitution are the Social 

Welfare Programs and Misiones (Missions), developed by Chávez and the Constituent 

Assembly to overhaul health and education. These programs are granted according to a 

system of partisan affiliations and are funded through oil revenues (Marcano and 

Barrera, 2007).  

To date, it has been difficult to determine whether this initiative is indeed covering 

the needs of the communities, as only the government has access to data about the 

program. However, Venezuela‟s dropping oil pricing has had an adverse impact in 

recent years. “Instead of solving the country‟s dire problems of education and public 

health, the government has created new structures... Sooner or later, some believe both 

entities will cease to be viable. The most effective aspect of these programs, it seems, is 

in the electoral sense” (Marcano and Barrera, 2007, p.270). 

1.4. The dark side of the Bolivarian Revolution 

Hugo Chávez and the socialist leadership implied that the institutionalization of 

power belonged to the people; however, delegating that power ended up being used as 

a political tool to overcome the challenges of the Bolivarian Revolution. Chávez put 

forward his own interpretations of the Constitution in response to those challenges, 

which somewhat distorted the beautiful Bolivarian ideals that captivated millions of 

Venezuelans. These have been replaced with enabling laws and other legal artifices, 

legitimizing the personalist caudillismo and military hegemony as the only political 

solution (Marcano and Barrera 2007). In his interview with Aleida Guevara (2005), 

Chávez indicated that corruption in Venezuela  

is a cultural phenomenon, an extremely difficult phenomenon to fight 
against; it is something that occurs not only at high levels but also at the 
lowest level. It is like a cancer that has metastasized in all directions 
(p.63). 

In his fiery rhetoric, Chávez regularly accused the old neoliberal system and “corrupt 

oligarchy” as the main parties responsible for Venezuela‟s misfortune. I argue that this 

discourse was constructed by Chávez to recognize the average citizen as a paragon of 

civic virtue, and the bureaucrat as the responsible of Venezuela‟s corruption. However, 

this rhetorical pattern was not in synchrony with the corruption scandals of the Bolivarian 

Revolution, and evidences that corruption still carries on. 
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The so-called boliburguesía5 (bolibourgeoisie) has been involved in major 

corruption scandals, reaching new levels after Chávez‟s death. Firstly, some members of 

this privileged group are part of the Bolivarian administration, and their businesses are 

often related to the Bolivarian Revolution. As a whole, the bolibourgeoisie has been 

accused of embezzling out more than $20 billion from the Comisión de Administración 

de Divisas (CADIVI – Commission of Foreign Exchange Administration) between 2011 

and 2013.6 Most recently, major drug trafficking scandals have overshadowed the 

Bolivarian Revolution. In January 2015, Leamsy Salazar -Chávez‟s former bodyguard 

and personal assistant-  asked for political asylum in the United States and revealed 

links between the Bolivarian Revolution and drug trafficking.7  

In 2017, the U.S Treasury Department‟s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) 

imposed sanctions on the current vice-president Tarek El Aissami, freezing access to his 

properties and fortune in the United States.8 Besides El Aissami, two nephews of 

Venezuela‟s first lady, Cilia Flores, were found guilty of drug trafficking in the United 

States. I argue that these accusations have intensified the bad reputation of the 

Bolivarian Revolution among the national and international community, and give enough 

reasons to wonder if the Bolivarian Revolution is truly sustainable.  

1.5. Chavismo after Chávez: The struggles of the Bolivarian 
Revolution vis-à-vis the opposition 

Sustaining Chávez‟s legacy after his sudden death has been a tremendous 

challenge for Nicolás Maduro‟s administration. The public image of Maduro and his 

government is severely affected by the unexpected fall in oil prices, which has led to 

widespread food shortage, crime, delinquency, and economic crisis. Additionally, 

Maduro‟s efforts to replicate Chávez‟s magnetism have also been unsuccessful during 

                                                
5
 The term “Boliburguesía” was coined by the Venezuelan journalist Juan Carlos Zapata in 2005. 

It is a new social status integrated by businessmen and public officers who have accumulated a 
great fortune with dubious businesses during the Bolivarian Revolution. 
6
 See http://www.eluniversal.com/opinion/140526/la-sangria-de-cadivi for details about this figure.  

7
 See http://www.abc.es/internacional/20150127/abci-venezuela-cabello-eeuu-

201501262129.html for the investigation conducted by the ABC of Spain. 
8
 See http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-

world/world/americas/venezuela/article132494809.html for the details about the action against 
Vice-president Tarek El Aissami. 
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his tenure. “While Maduro‟s administration still relies on a version of Chávez‟s grand 

narrative, the tone has changed, becoming less hopeful and more paranoid” (Lansberg-

Rodríguez, 2015, para.13). 

Venezuela‟s closest allies in the region have also experienced substantial 

political changes, isolating Maduro and the Bolivarian Revolution. Some of those 

changes involve the death of former Cuban leader Fidel Castro and the United States 

opening with the island. It also has been affected with Mauricio Macri defeating the 

Kirchnerist dynasty in Argentina, and the impeachment process against the former 

president of Brazil, Dilma Rousseff. These two events have veered both Argentina and 

Brazil -two of largest Pink Tide economies of the region- to the political right. These 

events are a consequence of political and economic mismanagement that has 

asphyxiated the private sector and dissident voices in the region.  

Latin America‟s right is now pursuing a new political transformation to recuperate 

control of the region. This has also awakened different sectors that are not necessarily 

part of the political right. Most recently, Venezuela‟s attorney-general and one of the 

closest allies of Chávez, Luisa Ortega Díaz, has officially abandoned her support of the 

Bolivarian Revolution and has voiced her discomfort with the Constituent Assembly, 

accusing Maduro of promoting a coup against the Bolivarian Constitution. This denotes 

that the political fragmentation has reached new heights, and also includes die-hard 

Chavismo and revolutionary groups that are not necessarily tied to the opposition. 

Regardless of Maduro‟s shortcomings, the Bolivarian Revolution has 

consolidated control over the last 18 years. The opposition has been unable to unify 

forces and guarantee a transition in the foreseeable future. In 2017, after facing many 

transgressions and trying all the possible legal resources, it seems that the opposition 

has finally acknowledged that the most feasible route to generate changes is through 

active resistance.  

Habermas (1971) highlights that “unified citizens of a democratic community are 

able to shape their own social environment” (p.60). For this to happen, common political 

objectives need to be defined. Although some may argue that Venezuela does not 

function as a democracy anymore, the country still holds Constitutional democratic 
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status, and there is a portion of Venezuelan citizens that refuse to lose their democratic 

rights.  

For years, the opposition and civil society seemed to be waiting for external 

actors to intervene and solve the problems of the country. Due to the lukewarm 

responses from organizations such as the United Nations (UN), Organization of 

American States (OAS), the Vatican and even the Hague, different resistance 

movements led by opposition leaders, civil society and students are currently contesting 

the Bolivarian Revolution like they never did before: in the streets. Although these 

resistance movements have different political ideologies and agendas, it seems that the 

Constituent Assembly of Maduro is the last transgression they are willing to bear. There 

is a common interest among these groups, which is to end the ineffective Bolivarian 

Revolution. 

  Even though resistance movements must be constitutive of cultural processes 

(Mittelman and Chin, 2000), moving from inaction to action has been a tremendous 

challenge for Venezuela‟s society, thereby heightening the crisis. After years of 

repressive Bolivarian policies and actions, the political culture of Venezuelans has 

become a byproduct of the fight for control over the institutions and productive resources 

of the country. The legal route has not provided solutions, and for that reason, I argue 

that active resistance is the only channel left to address the struggle. Curiously, the 

current Bolivarian Constitution supports and acknowledges active resistance as a 

sovereign authority of the people. 

This Constitution shall not cease to be in effect if it ceases to be observed 
due to acts of force or because or repeal in any manner other than as 
provided for herein. In such eventuality, every citizen, whether or not 
vested with official authority, has a duty to assist in bringing it back into 
actual effect (Article 333). 

This Article is not the only one that supports resistance in case of constitutional 

transgressions. “The people of Venezuela, true to their republican tradition and their 

struggle for independence, peace, and freedom, shall disown any regime, legislation or 

authority that violates democratic values, principles, and guarantees or encroaches upon 

human rights” (Article 350).  
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Article 333 and 350 have been a double-edged sword for the Bolivarian 

Revolution. Both are in synchrony and ratify that every Venezuelan citizen is entitled to 

defend the Constitution. Even though the Bolivarian Revolution has violated and 

introduced decrees to divert the law, resistance is the only legal route with a 

constitutional range that has not been easily defeated by the Bolivarian Revolution. This 

is an illustration of how authoritarian forces may prompt counter-authoritarian responses 

(Dyczok, 2014). I argue that Venezuela‟s resistance has turned into a counter-movement 

provoked by the crisis and also by the loss of effective communication channels. 

After years of ambiguous and unilateral confrontation, Venezuela‟s opposition 

and resistance have finally moved away from the passive war of position9 that failed to 

bring about significant changes in the past. Since the attempted coup of 2002 and the 

movement La Salida in 2014, Venezuela had not seen relevant actions to claim justice at 

a collective level and contest the Bolivarian Revolution. The Constituent Assembly was 

the big determinant. This awakening could be considered a war of movement10 that has 

an organized structure and uses cyberspace to convey an effective counter-discourse. 

Although the fragmentation of media has always been present in Venezuela, it is much 

more pronounced now and shows a high degree of political parallelism. This has had an 

impact on the journalistic practices, including the coverage and approach of certain 

events. This suggests that the reorganization of the State -including the media system- 

has promoted division and separatism.  

Media has come a long way in the last 18 years. With the swift pace of change in 

the Venezuela‟s media landscape, there is still great uncertainty. For that reason, it is 

necessary to study such changes to establish the impact on the audiences.  

 

 

                                                
9
 “War of position” is a term used by the Italian scholar Antonio Gramsci to define the struggles of 
societies to gain positions of influence. War of position “is resistance to domination with culture, 
rather than physical might, as its foundation” (Gramsci, 2011, p. 168).  
10

 “War of movement” is also a term by Gramsci to define “the phase of open conflict between 
classes, where the outcome is decided by direct clashes between revolutionaries and the State” 
(McHugh, 2013, para. 2) 
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Chapter 2.  
 
Media in the Bolivarian Revolution 

Media in Venezuela has always been very political and controlled by elites. There 

has always been some degree of political parallelism influencing the culture and 

practices of most media platforms. However, it became more acute in the Bolivarian 

Revolution. 

Before Chávez‟s tenure, media was completely privatized and in the hands of 

affluent people in business and corporations. During the Bolivarian Revolution, 

ownership of media veered from the neoliberal to the Bolivarian elite. From 1998 until 

2007, television channels such Venevisión, RCTV, Televen, and Globovisión ruled 

Venezuela‟s media landscape vis-á-vis state-owned media outlets. In addition to these 

private television channels, newspapers such as El Nacional, El Universal, and Últimas 

Noticias, were also part of this behemoth union that criticized the policies of the 

Bolivarian government and pursued profit through privatization. They represented the 

„media elite‟, and were part of an authoritarian neoliberal society (Curran and Park, 

2000), where free market policies capitalized on “celebrity banal culture, game show 

aesthetics, and a politics of precarity, control, and mass surveillance” (Giroux, 2015, 

para. 4). The transition to Chávez‟s Bolivarian Republic unwrapped the necessity of 

defeating the for-profit approach of these private media outlets. 

The enactment of the 2005 Ley de Responsabilidad Social en Radio y Televisión 

(Ley RESORTE – Law on Social Responsibility on Radio and Television), radically 

changed the regulation of media. This law was used to repatriate media and reinforce 

both state and civil society communication channels, which had no solid support before 

the Bolivarian Revolution. It forced private media to change their oppositional editorial 

line to offer a more balanced treatment of the information when referring to the actions of 

the government.  

The radio-TV companies and networks all require government licenses 
and franchises and are thus potentially subject to government control or 
harassment. This technical legal dependency has been used as a club to 
discipline the media, and media policies that stray too often from an 
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establishment orientation could activate this threat. (Herman and 
Chomsky, 2014, p.13). 

After the revocation of transmission rights of RCTV in 2007,11 the Bolivarian government 

slowly imposed more restrictions to private media. Globovisión -which refused to change 

its critical editorial line against the government- was also significantly affected. In 2013, 

Globovisión was sold to an alleged bolibourgueise company, after facing many 

administrative and criminal investigations that brought it to the brink of bankruptcy. The 

sanctions also affected private radio stations and other local television channels. In July 

2009, at least 32 private radio stations lost their transmission rights due to alleged 

procedural, licensing, or tax violations.12 

Although some consider the case of RCTV, Globovisión and radio stations as 

examples of the undermining of mass media plurality, one must recognize that it started 

to shape the future of public television channels. The government allocated control of 

media to working-class communities, trade unions and independent producers, paving 

the way for “non-commercial, non-capitalist media production” (Artz, 2009, para. 42).  

From 2002 to 2009, the state funded four new television channels: Televisora 

Venezolana Social (TVES) which replaced RCTV, Visión Venezuela (ViVe), Asamblea 

Nacional Televisión (ANTV) and Ávila TV. This development also expanded to radio. By 

2015, there were 516 private, 98 public and 262 community access FM stations. For AM 

stations, 171 were private and 21 public. On the other hand, the number of television 

broadcasters increased to 198 private, 96 public and 44 community television stations.13 

Thus, this scenario has “redefined the concept of communication from a commodity to a 

people‟s right” (Hall, 2013, para.1).  

Nowadays, Venezuelan audiences are singularly segmented. The media 

spectrum is framed to serve distinct parts of the population, which reflects the changing 

nature of the Venezuelan society (Dennis, 1989). The initiatives for expanding media‟s 

                                                
11

 RCTV transmissions rights were revoked due to its apparent involvement in the attempted coup 
against president Hugo Chávez in 2002. Additionally, Chávez accused the television channel of 
promoting the 2002-2003 oil industry shutdown that led to the collapsed of Venezuela‟s economy 
that year.  
12

 See the 2009 Venezuela‟s Report on Human Right Practices conducted by the U.S State 
Department on https://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/2009/wha/136130.htm 
13

 See Cifras del Sector Comunicaciones [online] Retrieved from http://www.conatel.gob.ve/wp-
content/uploads/2015/09/Resumen_Cifras_I_trimestre_2015 
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reach involved communities that were somewhat marginalized by the private media and 

had no way of representing themselves in the public sphere.  

These communities were given transmission concessions to promote grassroots 

communication within a limited frequency. Although the infrastructure is rudimentary and 

mostly directed by individuals lacking professional backgrounds, these media platforms 

develop awareness by collaborating and giving back to their own communities. They 

receive some subsidies from the government; however, they are self-sustaining.  

Community media is mostly established in barriadas (slums) or pueblos (small 

villages). These sectors were conquered by Chávez with his anti-establishment policies 

and have always supported the Bolivarian Revolution. I argue that this initiative was a 

planned strategy to extend the communicational hegemony of the government beyond 

state-owned media; however, community media also became a gathering place for 

people to talk about their social and political struggles. These platforms are protagonists 

of their own realities, and their vision deviate from the mainstream media bureaucracy. 

In addition to the transformation of Venezuela‟s media, intergovernmental 

organizations such as the Bolivarian Alliance for the People of Our Americas (ALBA) 

have also put forth initiatives to unify forces and fight the imperialist structure of private 

media. Regional media enterprises, such as the television channel TeleSUR 14 -which 

has received funding from the Bolivarian and Cuban government at various times- can 

be considered part of the public and state-media apparatus. This television channel has 

regional reach and has also strengthened domestic sovereignty at a national level 

(Reilly, 2016). 

I argue that Venezuela‟s media sphere developed a cultural hegemony15 with 

both, private and state-owned media. Before the Bolivarian Revolution and the 

enactment of Ley RESORTE, private media had control over the news, until the 

                                                
14

 On TeleSur‟s website http://www.telesurtv.net/english/pages/about.html, the television channel 
is defined as a “Latin American multimedia platform oriented to lead and promote the unification 
of the peoples of the SOUTH*”, being SOUTH* a “geopolitical concept that promotes the struggle 
of people for peace, self-determination, respect for Human Rights and Social Justice” 
15

 Cultural hegemony is a concept developed by the Italian theorist Antonio Gramsci, and it is 
based on Karl Marx‟s theory that society mostly reflects the interests of the elites. Gramsci 
wanted to explain that the rule of the dominant elites is achieved by disseminating dominant 
ideologies through institutions such as education, law and media, among others. (Cole, 2017, 
para. 1-3)  
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government took over the media spectrum. The Bolivarian Revolution needed a new 

informational infrastructure to link the government to the people. It capitalized on these 

changes to establish its own communication hegemony.  

Although the opposition to the Bolivarian Revolution rejects this shift, the truth is 

that the new Bolivarian communicational hegemony replaced the old communicational 

hegemony of private media. Nowadays, state-owned media is the one that has control 

and legitimacy, which has promoted the creation of a counter-discourse that seeks 

participation through formal and informal communication channels. This counter-

discourse has a strong element of validity and tries to bypass controlled media spaces 

(Downing, 2001), promoting innovative spheres of communicative action. One example 

of the counter-discourse is El BusTV,16 an adversarial form of journalism which is 

symptomatic of the current economic and sociopolitical conditions of Venezuela. This 

initiative is reshaping and reorganizing the understanding of the role of media in the 

country. 

2.1. The Internet and digital media  

Chávez indicated during his presidential campaign that nationalization17 and 

expropriation18 of industries was not part of the Bolivarian project. This changed after the 

attempted coup of 2002.  

According to Confederación Venezolana de Industriales (Conindustria – 

Venezuela‟s Confederation of Industrialists) during the 13 years of Chávez presidency, 

                                                
16

 “El Bus TV” is an initiative proposed by different journalists from the city of Caracas that are 
using public transportation to bypass the censorship and loss of spaces in the Venezuelan media. 
The main goal of El Bus TV is to inform audiences that have no access to mainstream, internet or 
social media by bringing the classic news format to public transportation. These journalists hop 
into busses holding up cardboard television screens while one anchor reads the news report. At 
the end, the team prepares a video with the highlights of the day and upload it on their social 
media accounts. The initiative has been replicated in different cities around the country. (El Bus 
TV, 2017) 
17

 Investopedia defines “nationalization” as “the process of a government taking control of a 
company or industry, which generally occurs without compensation for the loss of the net worth of 
seized assets and potential income. The action may be the result of a nation's attempt to 
consolidate power, resentment of foreign ownership of industries representing significant 
importance to local economies or to prop up failing industries. 
18

 Investopedia defines “expropriation” as the act of a government in taking privately 
owned property, ostensibly to be used for purposes designed to benefit the overall public. 
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1,440 industries were expropriated,19 diminishing any possibility the private sector had in 

investing in Venezuela‟s economy. Any investment must be done through state channels 

and at a lower rate of return (Hueber, 2011). These expropriations were backed up with 

the enactment of the 2002 Ley de Expropiación por Causa de Utilidad Pública o Social 

(Law of Expropriation because of Public or Social Utility), which conceptualizes the term 

expropriation as   

…an institution of Public Law, by means of which the State acts for the 
benefit of a public cause, or of social interest, with the purpose of 
obtaining the forced transfer of the property right, or some other rights of 
the individual, to its patrimony through timely payment of fair 
compensation. (Art. 2). 

In 2007, the Bolivarian government nationalized Compañía Anónima Nacional 

Teléfonos de Venezuela (CANTV – Venezuelan National Telephone Company), the 

primary provider of telephone and internet services in the country. After the 

nationalization, CANTV established that the democratization of the telecom sector was 

one of the main priorities for the company.20 

Although the internet had provided an escape from Venezuela‟s media chaos, 

there have been efforts to control its influence and power. Amidst the nationalization of 

CANTV, the Decree-law N. 6,649 was also enacted, which establishes the internet as 

“superfluous or luxury spending.” In 2014, president Nicolás Maduro cut the budget 

allocated to sumptuous expenses by 20 percent,21 pulling back projects to improve the 

public and private infrastructure of the telecom sector. 

Despite these actions, Venezuelans have tuned into new communication 

channels such as Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, blogs, and websites. This emerged as a 

response to the lack of spaces for public dialogue. Digital media has become a place of 

self-representation; a platform where Venezuelans can proactively participate and reach 

out to the international community. Digital media in Venezuela is helping “construct a 

reality that appears to oppose the conventions and representations of the mainstream 

media” (Atton, 2009, p.268). 

                                                
19

 These figures were cited in an article published by the Mexican newspaper El Economista on 
May 7

th
, 2013. 

20
 See CANTV‟s website: http://www.cantv.com.ve/seccion.asp?pid=1&sid=1243 

21
 See https://panampost.com/sabrina-martin/2015/09/01/venezuelas-internet-runs-at-snails-

pace-by-design/ for more details about Venezuela‟s telecom sector. 
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The internet and new communication technologies have changed journalism in 

the country, which has opened an “unprecedented era of interactive democratic media” 

(Herman and Chomsky, 2014, p.15). The opposition and resistance to the Bolivarian 

Revolution have benefited greatly from internet-based communication. It has become a 

space for the opposition to expose and challenge the flaws of the Venezuelan 

government. The audience is active part of this movement and plays the role of producer 

to convey critiques of power structures, which decentralizes the process of generating 

information (Howley, 2013).  

These audiences are virtual and have come together to articulate viable solutions 

to address the needs of Venezuela‟s society, this time focusing on a war of movement, 

rather than a war of position. I argue that this initiative opens doors to a new era of 

interactive-democratic activism not just in Venezuela, but in the entire region. 

Even still, the Bolivarian Revolution -in addition to controlling the mainstream 

media in the country and investing on regional media platforms such as TeleSUR- has 

an extremely well organized social media strategy, and it is also occupying social media 

spaces. This strategy has been enacted mainly on Twitter to divert the attention of 

domestic and international audiences from what is going on in the country. This strategy 

is a reaction to opposition efforts, and prevent people from accessing or believing what 

they hear from international media. It is also used to create smear campaigns and 

influence public opinion. 

2.2. Media map of Venezuela 

The political situation of Venezuela keeps polarizing and fragmenting media. The 

Bolivarian Revolution has coopted mass media, which has undermined these spaces for 

broader debates. Although they represent a channel for political movements and 

ideological expression (Papathanassopoulos, 2007), the restrictions have constrained 

further the development of Venezuela‟s media. “In countries where the levers of power 

are in the hands of a state bureaucracy, the monopolistic control over the media, often 

supplemented by official censorship, makes it clear that media serve the ends of a 

dominant elite” (Herman and Chomsky, 2014, p. 1). 
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The following charts break down the distribution of Venezuela‟s media. It reports 

on type of media, ownership structure and political stance to understand the 

complexities of the entire media system. 

Figure 2-1 Type of media outlets 

 
Source: “Instituto de Prensa y Sociedad en Venezuela” (Institute of Press and Society in Venezuela).  

Notes: Data for 2016 and 2017 is not available 

There are 488 radio stations in Venezuela, and it is by far the most popular 

media platform in the country. It is important to note that due to the inexpensive 

characteristics of radio, it is widely tuned by unprivileged sectors. On the other hand, 

there are 101 television stations in the country, including national, local, private, state-

owned and communitary. In total, there are 589 media outlets with concessions to 

broadcast in Venezuela. Regarding printed media, 100 newspapers are locally and 

nationally distributed, whereas at least 58 websites deliver news without any affiliation to 

other media outlets.  

Figure 2-2 Ownership of media outlets 

 
Source: “Instituto de Prensa y Sociedad en Venezuela” (Institute of Press and Society in Venezuela).  

Notes: Data for 2016 and 2017 is not available. 
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There are 306 spaces that are part of the private media sector, which represents 

41 per cent of the entire media system. In terms of ownership structure, private media is 

still very powerful. However, the highlight of this figure is community media, which 

denotes the importance of this sector for the Bolivarian Revolution. Out of the 746 media 

outlets in Venezuela, 418 are in hands of communities, which represents 56 per cent of 

the entire media system ownership. On the contrary, public or state-owned media 

consists of 22 official media platforms. 

In Venezuela, community and state-owned media are intertwined and 

complement each other. They both together control 59 per cent of the Venezuela‟s 

media environment. The following chart also confirms these figures, shedding light on 

the political stance of these media outlets. This demonstrates the contribution of the 

government towards the transformation of media to favour the Bolivarian Revolution. 

Figure 2-3 Political stance of media outlets 

Source: “Instituto de Prensa y Sociedad en Venezuela” (Institute of Press and Society in Venezuela).  
Notes: Data for 2016 and 2017 was not available. 

The above chart denotes that the media reforms promoted by the Bolivarian 

Revolution have had significant impact on the distribution of media spaces. In total, 442 

media platforms are pro-government, which represents 59.25 per cent of the entire 

media spectrum. Contrarily, media platforms critical of the government -and somehow 

associated with the opposition and resistance to the Bolivarian Revolution- just hold 56 

spaces (7.6 per cent). The chart also shows a modest climb when analyzing media 

platforms that offer a balanced perspective, with 76 spaces available (10.8 per cent). 

One segment of the media spectrum is not clearly identifiable and represents 22.9 per 

cent.  
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These figures are the result of political, organizational and economic factors that 

have determined the role of media platforms in the country. I argue that these factors 

satisfy the interests of political elites. In this case, the political elite that mostly controls 

Venezuela‟s media is related to the Bolivarian leadership, and the subject of propaganda 

is the Bolivarian Revolution. The propagandistic approach of pro-government media 

platforms does not have a monetary end for the Bolivarian Revolution. Instead, the 

Bolivarian leadership has been willing to invest on these platforms, which has posed a 

challenge for the equitable participation of private platforms in the distribution of media 

spaces. It has fragmented Venezuela‟s media environment, promoting different patterns 

of news consumption, thereby attracting audiences with distinct political interests.  

However, the efforts of the Bolivarian Revolution to impose a state-owned 

communicational hegemony has not been completely successful in terms of audience. 

According to the Ministerio del Poder Popular para la Comunicación e Información 

(Ministry of Popular Power for Communication and Information) 49.6 per cent of 

Venezuelans watch TV cable channels, 32.1 per cent watch private channels and just 9 

per cent watch state-owned channels.22 Paradoxically, these figures do not match with 

the actual number of media platforms controlled by the Bolivarian Revolution. Although 

this data just reflects television channels, it suggests that controlling the media spectrum 

does not guarantee successful audience targeting. State-owned and community media 

in Venezuela is relatively new, and the level of development is considerably low when 

compared to private television channels that have functioning for more than forty years. 

The propagandistic approach of state-owned media appeals to audiences that seek 

political validation. It also ignores audiences that turn on the television to watch quality 

programs that entertain, inform and distract from the tumultuous political situation of the 

country. I argue that media in Venezuela responds to its own interests. It has also 

become an instrument of battle, indeed fostering a sense of belonging to a divided 

society that needs to address their struggles and victories. This is particularly evident in 

printed and digital media, where government and opposition are well represented. 

                                                
22

 See http://ipysvenezuela.org/2015/05/12/cual-es-la-verdadera-audiencia-de-los-programas-de-
la-television-del-estado-por-alex-vasquez-s-prodavinci/ for more information about TV audiences 
in Venezuela  
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Chapter 3.  
 
Methodology and Materials 

This paper uses critical discourse and quantitative analysis to identify the political 

and ideological bias of Venezuela‟s printed media and Twitter environment. This 

approach highlights the importance of these media platforms in the construction 

Venezuela‟s political reality. Additionally, it looks for an objective, systematic and 

quantitative descriptions of the content portrayed (Phillips and Hardy, 2002; Berelson, 

1971). The method also helps expose power-relations and political ideals in the media 

outlets selected (Wodak, 2001). 

First, the critical discourse analysis is based on articles selected from two 

newspapers that are well defined within the Venezuela‟s political spectrum: El Nacional 

(private media – opposed to the government) and Correo del Orinoco (State-owned 

media – pro-government). These newspapers were selected because they appeal to 

opposition and pro-government audiences from different socioeconomic stratus. 

Athought the price of these newspapers is dramatically different (El Nacional costs Bs. 

2,000.00 and Correo del Orinoco costs Bs. 100.00) they have high circulation and are 

distributed nationally. These newspapers are also a great example of the high political 

polarization of printed media in the country. They do not acknowledge each other‟s 

positions and are completely biased with the Constituent Assembly.  

It was necessary to study these articles in relation to the context (Wodak, 2001). 

In this case, the context of the study is the Constituent Assembly convoked by president 

Nicolás Maduro in May 2017. The dissemination of this event to large and fragmented 

audiences had an effect in the discourse, indeed shaping the construction of reality for 

both groups (Mautner, 2008). This analysis helped identify how the ideology of these 

newspapers impacts the discourse.  

The material was collected in a four-week period, from May 15 to June 15, 2017. 

The initial selection consisted of ten articles that covered the various stages and 

evolution of the Constituent Assembly. The material was read to get an overview and 

identify the discursive construction used by these newspapers to accommodate their 
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communicational needs. The articles selected showed a similar pattern in such 

construction, which allowed the researcher to narrow down the selection and scope to 

just four articles per newspaper. The study highlights quotation and lexical choices, as 

well as the rhetorical strategies used by both newspapers (Olausson, 2009). 

The articles were classified based on Berelson‟s model for qualitative analysis, 

which is commonly used to describe tendencies, unravel differences in the content and 

compare messages and media outlets. It is also used to identify values, beliefs and 

attitudes among groups. Due to time constraints, the categories selected from 

Berelson‟s model just cover the ideological differences between the newspapers 

selected. 

Table 3-1 Codification table for newspapers’ articles  

The software Nvivo was used to codify and classify the content of the articles. 

This classification was carried out according to the messages embedded in the articles, 

which helped define the topics, aspects or issues addressed. The codification uses the 

articles as a whole, rather than individually. This allowed determining the editorial line of 

the newspapers, and how they approach the Constituent Assembly. It is important to 

note that the content discourse analysis is interpretative. For that reason, the results 

were supported by quotations to illustrate what was addressed accordingly. 

Secondly, the quantitative analysis of Venezuela‟s Twitter ecology is built on two 

trending topics placed by the government and opposition to address the Constituent 

Assembly. Government's followers placed the first trending topic 

#ConstituyenteEsDeTodos (Constituent Assembly belongs to everybody) on June 16, 

2017, whereas opposition's followers placed the second trending topic 

#MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela (Maduro's supporters get out of Venezuela) on June 
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21, 2017. The data was collected from Twitter via the platform Twitonomy23 and provides 

the number of original tweets and retweets, potential reach, most used languages, most 

influential followers, most engaging followers and most active followers. These 

categories helped compare and contrast the influence and use that both groups give to 

Twitter, their particular social media strategy and the role of its participants in the 

discussion. 

The software Nvivo was also used to identify the fifty most popular words in the 

sets of data. These words were measured and classified using an inductive or bottom up 

approach to build an abstraction and visualize the conceptual landscape of both trending 

topics.  

Figure 3-1 Fifty most used words 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Twitter 

The word frequency feature was configured to run two individual queries, which 

led to an initial selection of the fifty most used words in both sets of data. The results 

were mapped out using a word cloud, which helped visualized and narrowed down the 

selection to five single and compound words per trending topic. These words illustrate 

the interests and ideology of both government and opposition towards the Constituent 

Assembly.  

It is important to highlight that a critical discourse analysis merges objectivism 

and subjectivism, and they must be brought together to complement each other. For that 

reason, this study might not resonate with everybody. However, the results provide an 

overview of the situation of the media in Venezuela from a Venezuelan perspective.   

                                                
23

 See https://www.twitonomy.com/  
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Chapter 4.  
 
Media Analysis of Constituent Assembly of 2017 

The Constituent Assembly could be considered the last grasp at power by a 

government that is facing major challenges. The unexpected turn in the Venezuela‟s 

political realm has become a focus of frustration and hope among opposition and 

government. Indeed, the Constituent Assembly is an excellent case study to analyze 

how media outlets are being mobilized in the current crisis.  

In the backdrop of multitudinous protests triggered by the temporary dissolution 

of the opposition-controlled National Assembly, president Nicolás Maduro called a 

Constituent Assembly to transform the State and craft a new Constitution without 

consulting the Venezuelan people. Although Article 348 of the Bolivarian Constitution 

establishes that the president can have the initiative to call a Constituent Assembly, 

Article 347 states that “the original constituent power shall be activated through a 

consultative referendum, where the electorate will decide over any transcendental matter 

for the nation”.  

Had the Constitution been correctly applied, a general election for installing the 

Constituent Assembly is convened only if the electorate approves the initiative of Maduro 

in a consultative referendum. In this case, Article 347 was ignored by the president and 

the National Electoral Council, depriving the electorate of deciding whether they want a 

Constituent Assembly or not. Under these previsions, the National Electoral Council 

called elections to select the members of the Constituent Assembly, who are responsible 

for writing the new Constitution, pushing Venezuelans to accept an initiative they did not 

agree on.   

Omitting the referendum to approve the Constituent Assembly was not the only 

irregularity of this process. Maduro has proposed again the creation of the communal 

state, an initiative that was already rejected by the electorate in the consultative 

referendum of 2007. In the same presidential decree, Maduro also introduced the duties 

of the Presidential Commission for the Constituent Assembly, which is responsible for 

writing the proposal and establishing the comitial base of the Constituent Assembly. The 
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strategy aims to replicate what Chávez intended in the Constituent Assembly of 1999: 

Segregating the votes and allocating major representation to government allies.  

The model proposed for Maduro is sectoral and territorial. This is not listed in the 

Bolivarian Constitution, and it violates the principle of one citizen-one vote. Additionally, I 

argue that the territorial system was put in place to favour those municipalities where the 

Bolivarian Revolution has strong support.  

Firstly, the representation of the sectoral system will bring together workers, 

farmers, students, people with disabilities, indigenous communities, retired pensioners, 

people in business, communes and communal councils. These representatives must 

register in the National Electoral Council, who will decide over the postulations and 

organize each group. Neither Maduro nor the National Electoral Council explained what 

the considerations to determine these groups are. However, these eight groups will have 

the power to include 173 members of the 545 that will integrate the Constituent 

Assembly. I argue that the government will try to secure those 173 seats. It is not a 

secret that communes and communal councils are an initiative promoted by the 

Bolivarian Revolution; additionally, many people in private businesses are part of the 

bolibourgeoisie protected by the Bolivarian Revolution, and workers in public institutions 

are constantly coarcted to support the government against their will.  

Secondly, the strategy of allocating primary representation to pro-Chavistas 

states in the territorial election is not new and was already used by Chávez in 1999. As 

an example, the state of Anzoátegui -mostly pro-government- has 1,006,559 voters 

registered in the National Electoral Council. They can select up to 22 members of the 

Constituent Assembly. On the other hand, the state of Carabobo -mostly opposed to the 

government-  has 1,516,240 voters registered in the National Electoral Council,24 but it 

can elect just 15 members of the Constituent Assembly.25 

Although the territorial election will be held following the process established in 

the Constitution, the uneven allocation of members will most likely end up affecting the 

representation of the opposition in the Constituent Assembly. With a Chavista-controlled 

                                                
24

 See http://listadoscne.com/ for more information about voters registered in the Venezuela‟s 
National Electoral Council. 
25

 See https://gacetaoficial.tuabogado.com/2017/gaceta-oficial-41156-del-23-mayo-2017 Gaceta 
Oficial 41,156, Decree-law N. 2,878 for the official comitial base of the Constituent Assembly. 
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Constituent Assembly, Maduro is guaranteeing that the new Constitution is going to be 

written to accommodate the interest of the Bolivarian Revolution. This strategy is applied 

to cope with the challenges that are always threatening the legacy of Hugo Chávez. 

The complexities of the Constituent Assembly have been portrayed in media, 

contributing to the formation of a public opinion that is mostly shaped by political 

ideologies that divide rather than unify. This has entrenched new oligarchic powers that 

keep audiences and media outlets fragmented. 

4.1. Analysis 

The role of media during the installment of the Constituent Assembly has 

intensified the fragmentation of the news, evidencing the high degree of political 

parallelism of Venezuela‟s media. Media is now an arena of war to address the struggles 

and victories of both government and opposition. This is particularly evident in printed 

and digital media. 

4.1.1. Newspaper articles 

The discursive construction of the Constituent Assembly is portrayed as a conflict 

between government and opposition. Ideology plays a key role in this construction, 

which helps one understand the approach of politics in Venezuela‟s media. The study 

found that media constructs the Constituent Assembly as a victory for the government 

and a threat to the opposition, thereby affecting government and opposition audiences. 

The following tables were used to codify the articles and determine the ideological 

context of the Constituent Assembly. 
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Table 4-1 Codification table for articles from "Correo del Orinoco" 

Table 4-2 Codification table for articles from "El Nacional" 

DATA MATRIX A 
  

NEWSPAPER Correo del Orinoco 
   

CATEGORIES  

Title Topic Direction  Leading Players Comments  

Proceso 
Constituyente 
continua sus 

variadas 
manifestaciones 

en Caracabo 

Reports on the activities that are 
being conducted to support the 

Constituent Assembly 

Favourable to 
the Constituent 

Assembly   

Jesus Marcano, 
Commander in Chief 

of the educational 
communities of the 
state of Carabobo. 

The article highlights that these 
activities and the Constituent Assembly 
will continue the legacy of Chávez and 

his initiatives towards the transformation 
of the education system in the country. 

Istúriz: 
Constituyente nos 
permitirá reforzar 
acciones contra el 

terrorismo 

Explains why the Constituent 
Assembly is necessary to promote 

peace 

Favourable to 
the Constituent 

Assembly 

Aristóbulo Ist riz, 
Minister for the 
Communes and 

Social Movements  

The article refers to the achievements of 
the Bolivarian Revolution and supports 

the Constituent Assembly as a step 
needed for reinforcing those 
achievements, especially the 

threatening of terrorism.  

El pueblo reafirmo 
que “la 

Constituyente si 
va… porque es la 

via de la paz.” 

Reports on the activities conducted 
to support the Constituent Assembly  

Favourable to 
the Constituent 

Assembly 

Juan Carlos Dugarte, 
Director of Mission 

Identity 

The article calls out the opposition for 
promoting violence. Also, accuses the 

General Attorney of traitor for not 
supporting the Constituent Assembly. 

ANC sera 
garantía para 

derecho a 
servicios 

sanitarios de 
calidad 

Reports on the activities conducted 
to support the Constituent Assembly 

Favourable to 
the Constituent 

Assembly 

Luis López, Ministry 
of Health  

The article refers to the achievements of 
the Bolivarian Revolution and supports 

the Constituent Assembly as a step 
needed for reinforcing those 

achievements, especially the health 
system 

DATA MATRIX B 
  

NEWSPAPER El Nacional 
   

CATEGORIES  

Title Topic Direction  Leading Players Comments  

La Prostituyente  
Explains why the Constituent Assembly is not 

coherent and transgress the Constitution.  

Unfavourable 
for the 

Constituent 
Assembly 

Neoliberal leaders that were in 
charge before the Bolivarian 

Revolution and Nicolas Maduro. 

The article combines 
the word 

Constituyente 
(Constituent 

Assembly) and 

prostitution. This 
definition 

Prostituyente is used 
by the opposition to 

refer to it. 

Prostituyente Vil 
y Vengativa 

Calls out the Vice president for threatening the 
General Attorney with impeachment after she 
declared her position against the Constituent 

Assembly. 

Unfavourable 
for the 

Constituent 
Assembly 

Tarek El Asissami, Vice president 
and Luisa Ortega Diaz, General 

Attorney 

The article uses the 
word Prostituyente in 
the title. Indicates that 
government officers 

should be an example 
of tolerance 

Una elección 
sectorial 

contradice el 
espíritu de unos 
comicios libres 

Indicates that the sectoral comitial base of the 
Constituent Assembly is a strategy to 

accommodate the needs of Maduro and 
perpetuate the Bolivarian Revolution. 

Unfavourable 
for the 

Constituent 
Assembly 

Perkins Rocha, Lawyers who 
participated in the Constituent 

Assembly of 1999 and Francisco 
Castro, Director of the nonprofit 

organization Sumate. This 
organization promotes the 

participation of Venezuelan citizens 
in electoral processes. 

The articles quote an 
expert to give 

legitimacy to the 
argument of the 
illegality of the 

Constituent Assembly 

Constituyente: 
Para que? 

Calls out the president Nicolas Maduro for 
using the concept of social justice to justify the 
Constituent Assembly. The author sustains his 

arguments with figures that indicate how 
detrimental the Bolivarian policies have been 

for the work force.  

Unfavourable 
for the 

Constituent 
Assembly 

Nicolas Maduro, Presiden. Civil 
society and members of the 

Constituent Assembly of 1999 

The article argues that 
the only group that will 

benefit from the 
Constituent Assembly 

is the government.  
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This classification describes the aspects of the Constituent Assembly that were 

reported. Whereas El Nacional tries to convince the audience about the flaws of the 

Constituent Assembly, Correo del Orinoco focuses on the support received from the 

Revolution followers. The approach given by El Nacional is rather pessimistic, and it is 

constructed to create awareness mostly using a negative approach. Correo del Orinoco 

uses the transformation of the State as the major achievement of the Revolution. It relies 

on the messianic figure and rhetoric of Hugo Chávez to justify the advancement of the 

Constituent Assembly. This construction proves the thesis of Maduro‟s administration 

using Chávez‟s legacy to give constitutional range to initiatives that were previously 

proposed and rejected by the electorate. 

After analyzing the articles, four common topics were identified. They summarize 

the arguments used by both newspapers to support their articles. These topics shed light 

on how the editorial line of El Nacional and Correo del Orinoco deploy the Constituent 

Assembly. 

Figure 4-1 Most addressed topics in the articles 

 
Source: El Nacional and Correo del Orinoco 

Illegality of the Constituent Assembly 

El Nacional exclusively addressed the illegality of the Constituent Assembly. The 

discursive construction rests on strong personal opinions, legal arguments and 

corruption scandals of government officers. Most of the references extracted from the 

articles quote the Bolivarian Constitution, and also include the analysis of lawyers who 

participated in the Constituent Assembly of Chávez in 1999. Although this approach 

gives validity to the argument of illegality, including opinions such as “the stupidity, 
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ignorance and ineptitude” of the government, suggest what Habermas (1971) defines as 

the use of these linguistic means as medium of domination to legitimate and validate 

positions among opposition audiences. It also shows the biased perspective of the 

newspaper and the intolerance towards the Bolivarian Revolution. 

Support for the government 

Correo del Orinoco is the only newspaper that supports the Constituent 

Assembly. The discursive construction of these articles portrays an attacked Bolivarian 

Revolution that faces opposition and international intervention. This lays down the 

argument for the need of support from the Revolution followers to continue Chávez‟s 

legacy and install the Constituent Assembly. 

The street is moving, and people are expressing their support for the 
Constituent Assembly. That thermometer on the asphalt could be 
appreciated when people of all ages, students, professionals, workers, 
social movements and all those who support the Bolivarian process filled 
the streets to reach the Miraflores Palace in Caracas, during the march 
carried out by the workers of the so-called Identity Mission in support of 
the National Constituent Assembly (Translated from Correo del Orinoco, 
June 9, 2017). 

 These references show that movements and activities to support the Constituent 

Assembly are organized among government institutions and workers, and are always 

directed or commanded by a government officer. This construction presupposes that the 

political capital of the Revolution followers is imperative to defend and advance the 

Constituent Assembly. It also reinforces the assumption of government officers and 

institutions as promoters of their own support, with initiatives that are not fluid or organic. 

Strategies to promote the Constituent Assembly 

Both newspapers address the strategies to promote the Constituent Assembly. 

However, whereas El Nacional gives a negative approach, Correo del Orinoco does the 

opposite.   

This Constituent Assembly will be „communal‟ and aims to nullify the 
National Assembly. It only serves to avoid the regional elections that had 
to be held last year and to try to distract attention, trying to make people 
forget the armed militias, food and medicine shortages. (Translated from 
El Nacional, May 5, 2017). 
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El Nacional focuses on the current crisis that compromises the safety and human 

rights of Venezuelans. It also highlights that the changes proposed by Maduro are not 

new, and were already proposed and rejected by the electorate in 2007. The journalistic 

use of these past events contributes to a sustained understanding of the questionable 

circumstances on which the Constituent Assembly is being convoked, and constructs the 

civil society as the most affected player of the crisis. 

On the other hand, Correo del Orinoco focuses on the need of advancing and 

maintaining Chávez‟s legacy. “The people have acknowledged the call of president 

Nicolás Maduro to go to the National Constituent Assembly in order „to deepen the path 

traced by Hugo Chávez‟ said Jesus Marcano, pre-candidate” (Translated from Correo 

del Orinoco, June 10, 2017). It is important to note that Correo del Orinoco always 

quotes the Decree-law N. 2,830, which establishes the objectives of the Constituent 

Assembly. This construction of social justice, peace, and democratic stability reveals a 

deterministic strategy for building empathy among government supporters, connecting 

with the official statement that justifies such initiative. It also tries to mitigate the efforts of 

the opposition to stop the Constituent Assembly. 

Benefits of the Constituent Assembly 

Correo del Orinoco is the only newspaper that addresses the benefits of the 

Constituent Assembly. The construction is rather stereotypical and follows the same 

pattern of previous themes where social justice, democratic stability, peace and the 

continuum of Chávez‟s legacy are determinant. “The Constituent Assembly offers a 

range of possibilities for all social sectors of the country. It is inclusive and integrating, 

which reaffirms the participatory democracy of the Venezuelan people in the socio-

political spaces of the country." (Translated from Correo del Orinoco, May 23, 2017). I 

argue that these references are repetitive, and simplify the meaning of the Constituent 

Assembly for government followers. It also dilutes relevant political involvement from 

government supporters, while disguising the real interests of the Constituent Assembly 

that are at stake. 

4.1.2. Trending topics 

From June 16 to June 25, 2017, two trending topics were tracked to determine 

the impact they had in Venezuela‟s Twitter environment. Due to the changing 
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environment of Twitter trends in Venezuela, I decided to focus on one trending topic at a 

time. This is because trending topics do not usually have great longevity.  

For this particular exercise, it was impossible to identify two trending topics that 

had been placed in the same period, and the options available had a dissimilar evolution 

pattern. This denotes that the trending topics of government and opposition may 

accommodate diverse needs.  

Table 4-3 Trending topics 

 

Table 5-3 shows the number of tweets tracked for both trending topics. The first 

trending topic #ConstituyenteEsDeTodos recorded 3,003 tweets in two days, whereas 

#MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela recorded 3,059 in four days. If the principle of 

proportional representation is applied to these numbers, one can say that the strategy 

used by government followers is more effective to generate content on Twitter. In two 

days, opposition followers could have placed about 1,500 tweets, whereas government 

followers would have doubled their number of tweets in four days.  

Trending Topic  Date Placed by 
Total # 
Tweets 

#ConstituyenteEsDeTodos (Constituent 
Assembly is for everybody) 

16-Jun-17 to 18-Jun-17 
 

Government 
followers 

3,003 

#MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela 
(Maduro's supporters get out of Venezuela) 

21-Jun-17 to 25-Jun-17 
Opposition 
followers 

3,059 
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Figure 4-2 Original tweets and retweets per trending topic 

 

Source: Twitter via Twitonomy 

 

Figure 5-2 shows that Twitter was mostly used to replicate and spread messages 

that were previously tweeted out by other users. However, there is a tendency for 

opposition followers to retweet more than government followers, which represents 77.50 

per cent of their total number of tweets. On the other hand, government followers tend to 

generate more original content, which takes off 31.07 per cent of the total number of 

tweets recorded. In sum, 4,441 messages were retweets, whereas just 1,621 were 

original tweets.  
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4.1.3. Users 

Most influential users 

Table 4-4 Most influential users for #ConstituyenteEsDeTodos 

Source: Twitter via Twitonomy 

Table 4-5 Most influential users for #MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela 

Source: Twitter via Twitonomy 

Tables 5-4 and 5-5 portray the five most influential Twitter users for opposition 

and government trending topics. The striking difference between both tables is that the 

most influential followers for #ConstituyenteEsDeTodos are officers and entities 

somehow related to the Bolivarian Revolution. They have an official affiliation with the 

government, which gives them legitimacy, trust, and veracity, regardless of their official 

status on Twitter. On the other hand, the users of #MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela do 

not have any formal affiliation and consists of one television actress, one fashion 

designer, one unofficial organization that supports the resistance and two unknown 

followers whose accounts do not give any details about the veracity of their identities. 

Twitter Handle # Followers 
Status of the 

account on Twitter 
Owner of the account 

@VTVcanal8 1,384,474 Verified State's- owned television channel Venezolana de Television 

@JauaMiranda 1,239,106 Not verified Elias Jaua, Minister of Education 

@metro_caracas 1,143,136 Verified Public transportation company 

@ForoCandanga 475,689 Not verified News organization that supports the government 

@blancaePSUV 427,140 Not verified Blanca Eekhout, Minister of Women and Gender Equality 

Twitter Handle # Followers 
Status of the 

account on Twitter 
Owner of the account 

@perpetuok 518,376 Not verified Carolina Perpetuo, Television Actress and social activist 

@JDLPModa 226,150 Not verified Jackson De la Pena, Fashion Designer 

@VIPeopleClub 201,692 Not verified Unknown. 

@ResistenciaV58 163,204 Not verified 

Official account of Resistencia Venezuela (Venezuela‟s 
resistance). This is a movement led by students, and it is 
committed to contesting the government. They don‟t have 

any political affiliation 

@IndignadosVezla 146,431 Not verified Unknown. 
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Figure 4-3 Potential reach of most influential users 

 

Source: Twitter via Twitonomy 

Figure 5.3 depicts the potential reach of the most influential users in terms of 

number of followers. Due to the veracity of the government users, the number of 

followers is high, and the potential reach of tweets is 4,669,545 of Twitter followers.  

The potential reach of the most influential users of the opposition is affected by 

their lack of veracity and affiliation, accounting just 1,255,853 followers and 50 per cent 

less than the government‟s number. This denotes that the Bolivarian Revolution is aware 

of the importance of having proper representation on Twitter, which gives more power to 

tweets that come from verified accounts. Although the opposition‟s representation seems 

to be much more organic, the lack of strategy affects the reach of their messages.  
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#ConstituyenteEsDeTodos (4,669,545 followers)

#MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela (1,255,853 followers)
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Most engaging users 

 

Table 4-6 Most engaging users #ConstituyenteEsDeTodos 

 

Table 4-7 Most engaging users #MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela 

 

Table 5-6 and 5-7 show the five most engaging users for both trending topics. 

The trends differ from the most influential users, as none of the engaged users are 

verified.  

The most committed Twitter user for #ConstituyenteEsDeTodos 

(@anaderodriguez) is an account that was already suspended by Twitter for violating its 

terms of use. This suggests that although the account had a representative number of 

followers, the veracity was suspicious enough for Twitter to suspend it. The second 

account (@gigizanchettap) satirizes and mocks Venezuela‟s Chavista actress Gigi 

Zanchetta. This account could be a strategy used for opposition followers to intervene in 

the dynamic of the trending topic and spread messages against it.  

Twitter Handle # Followers Status of the account on Twitter Owner of the account 

@anaderodriguez 97,488 No longer active. Suspended by Twitter Unknown 

@gigizanchettap 334 

Not verified. It may have been created 
to generate confusion with the account 

of Chavista's actress Gigi Zanchetta 
(@gigizanchetta). It makes fun of the 

government  

Unknown 

@fornerinojl 55,876 Not verified 
Jose Luis Fornerino, Journalist of pro-

government's website aporrea.org 

@lopesaura 2,236 
Not verified. The timeline shows 

rejection to the government 
Unknown 

@AnonymousPatria 12,034 Not verified 
Group that supports the government. They 

define themselves as a "Chavista's web 
guerrilla."  

Twitter Handle # Followers Status of the account on Twitter Owner of the account 

@WellingMichael 23,070 Not verified 
Michael Welling, Canadian social activist 

interested in Venezuela‟s politics  

@irreverente67 285 Not verified Unknown 

@TemplarioResisT 81,120 Not verified Unknown 

@IndignadosVezla 146,431 Not verified Unknown 

@solechesoluma 29,387 Not verified 
Antonia Palacios, Venezuelan citizen living 

in Sweden 
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Although Twitter does not verify the most engaged users for 

#MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela, two of them do have identity and representative 

number of followers. Curiously, the most engaged user for this trending topic 

(@WellingMichael) is a Canadian social activist interested in the Venezuela‟s politics. 

Although he is not a Venezuelan citizen and does not have any evident political 

affiliation, he shows interest in the Venezuela‟s opposition cause, and actively 

contributes to the discussion. 

Figure 4-4 Potential reach of most engaging users  

 

Source: Twitter via Twitonomy 

 

Figure 5.4 shows the potential reach of the most engaging users for both 

trending topics. The potential reach in terms of followers veered from government to 

opposition when compared to the most influential users. Although none of them are 

verified by Twitter, opposition users seem to be more real in terms of participation.  

The engaged users seem to be more diverse, and their participation more 

organic. One could imply that users such as @anaderodriguez could be bots controlled 

by computer programs, which are usually created just to replicate and retweet 

messages.  This strategy satisfies the need of the government for spreading out 

37.48% 

62.52% 

#ConstituyenteEsDeTodos

#MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela
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messages, which places trending topics higher in the ranking; however, does not have a 

substantive impact when reaching out to major audiences.  

Most active users 

Table 4-8 Most active users for #ConstituyenteEsDeTodo 

 

Table 4-9 Most active users for #MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela 

 

Tables 5-8 and 5-9 show the most active users that participated on Twitter using 

both hashtags. Firstly, Twitter has not verified these users. Most of the users for 

#ConstituyenteEsDeTodos are unknown and anonymous, except @Omar_JRondon, 

who is a public figure and express his support the Constituent Assembly. However, the 

other accounts do not generate original content. Twitter suspended the account 

@PedroWaraira for violating the terms of use. 

The pattern is similar for the most active users of 

#MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela. The most active user of this trending topic 

(@TemplarioResisT) is also an anonymous account that does not generate original 

content, but does retweet from influential and engaged accounts. Two of these active 

users do have an identity. One of them (@ReporteenVivo) is a respected website that 

reports on news from all over the world, giving more legitimacy to the messages that 

come from this account.  

Twitter Handle # Followers Status of the account on Twitter Owner of the account  

@Omar_JRondon 6,799 Not verified 
Omar Rondon, Student's leader from 

Universidad de Oriente (UDO). 

@joserlucena0307 1,833 Not verified Unknown 

@PedroWaraira 5,086 
No longer active. Suspended by 

Twitter 
Unknown 

@ritornelo52 7,155 Not verified Unknown 

@AlidaFreites_tw 15,331 Not verified Unknown 

Twitter Handle # Followers Status of the account on Twitter Owner of the account 

@TemplarioResisT 81,120 Not verified Unknown  

@solechesoluma 29,387 Not verified 
Antonia Palacios, Venezuelan citizen living in 

Sweden 

@ReporteenVivo 1,283 Not verified Website reporteinternacional.com 

@zury_18  378 Not verified Unknown 

@NATASHApa 170 Not verified Unknown 

http://www.twitonomy.com/profile.php?sn=ritornelo52
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These numbers denote that active users are committed to retweet what had been 

previously said by influential and engaged users. It also denotes that active users 

actively retweet official accounts of government allies and opposition. There is no a real 

intention to generate content or ideas to contribute to the discussion. 

Figure 4-5 Potential reach of most active users 

 

Source: Twitter via Twitonomy 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the potential reach of the most active users in terms of 

number of followers. In this scenario, the reach of #MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela 

superior to the government (112,328 potential followers). Once again, I argue that this 

trend responds to a more organic participation from opposition‟s users, whereas the 

government relies on accounts that do not seem to have real representation (36,204 

potential followers). 
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78.45% 

0.16% 
12.00% 

9.38% 

Spanish

Others

Undefined

English

Most used languages 

Figure 4-6 Most used languages for #ConstituyenteEsDeTodos 

 

Figure 4-7 Most used languages for #MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Twitter via Twitonomy 

 

 Figure 5-6 and 5-7 portray the most used languages for both trending topics. 

Spanish occupies the first place, followed by English. There is a small tendency for 

opposition followers to use more English; however, both show similar trends, which 

denotes efforts to reach out audiences from different background and countries. 
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Most used words 

Figure 4-8 Most used words for #ConstituyenteEsDeTodos 

 

Figure 4-9 Most used words for #MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela 

 

Source: Twitter via Twitonomy 

Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show the most used words for both trending topics. These 

words were selected because they have been part of the government and opposition 

rhetoric since the inception of the Bolivarian Revolution, and have also been deeply 

embedded in the Venezuelan society since president Nicolás Maduro announced the 

Constituent Assembly in May 2017.  

For the trending topic #ConstituyenteEsDeTodos, the words Pueblo (People), 

Paz (Peace) and Justicia (Justice) recall the Decree Law N. 2,830 that explains why the 

Constituent Assembly is necessary to advance the Bolivarian Revolution. Being this 

trending topic placed to support the Constituent Assembly, it is understandable why 

these words are part of the messages sent by the government supporters. 

Words such as Fascistas (Fascists) and Traidores (Traitors) are nouns used by 

the government to refer to opposition leaders and followers. One can assume that the 
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primary goal of the trending topic is to highlight the importance of the Constituent 

Assembly, rather than criticize the opposition. This is because the frequency of such 

words is less repetitive. However, it still evidences the intention of diminishing the 

opposition‟s efforts. 

The trending topic #MaduristasVayanseDeVenezuela uses words that could be 

considered much more aggressive. Tirania (Tyranny) and Golpista (Pro-coup) are nouns 

used for the opposition to refer to the efforts for installing the Constituent Assembly. The 

word Dictador (Dictator) and Hitler accompany the last name of the president, which 

aims to describe the repressive figure of Maduro and hold him accountable for the crisis. 

Curiously, one of the most repeated words of this trending topic was “Leave.” This 

English word came from a tweet that was retweeted several times. It shows the efforts 

for creating awareness of the Venezuelan situation among communities that do not 

speak Spanish. 

The linguistic approach used by government and opposition users gives them 

some sort of authenticity. I argue that the utilization of these linguistic means furthers 

their identities; however, it does perpetuate inequality, confrontation, and discrimination 

among both groups. It also segregates printed and digital media, and limits their capacity 

to acknowledge the flaws and respect the differences between each other. 
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Chapter 5.  
 
Conclusions 

The Constituent Assembly of president Nicolás Maduro has promoted a 

discursive construction that is based on confrontation. This construction has created 

identities that are deeply connected to Venezuela‟s politics, which evidences the critical 

role of the political ideology of media. One of the most particular findings of this analysis 

is the use of aggressive linguistic means to convey messages. The coverage of the 

Constituent Assembly on printed media and Twitter portrays this reality.  

There is a very narrow definition of what democracy, justice, socialism, and 

peace mean. These concepts have defined Venezuela‟s political dynamic; however, they 

have been perverted and are perceived differently in the media discourse. The use of 

these concepts have shaped the ideology of media to feed the needs of its respective 

audiences. 

I argue that the ideology of printed media and Twitter users does not seem 

amenable to change, and this represents one of the core problems of Venezuela‟s 

media situation. This confrontation dissects, fosters inequality and does not promote a 

healthy environment for government and opposition to discuss their differences. 

Although these media platforms may serve the interests of particular political elites, they 

also serve the interests of Venezuelan citizens who desire political change.  

Government and opposition media condone each other's approaches, which 

creates a dichotomy of right versus wrong; democracy versus socialism; government 

versus opposition. The Constituent Assembly and the intention of writing a new 

Constitution are constructed as a solution and a problem to one issue: Venezuela‟s 

political future. This construction is inflexible in the discourse of the media platforms 

analyzed. As a result, the Constituent Assembly can never be a democratic process to 

resolve the crisis currently enveloping the country. Unfortunately, the future open to 

Venezuela is similarly constrained and limited. 
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It is necessary to revisit the legal approach to establish equality in Venezuela‟s 

media. The Ley RESORTE has been an instrument used mostly to control, rather than to 

democratize the Venezuela‟s media spectrum. This has been one of the main strategies 

of the Bolivarian Revolution; Laws that are enacted and look progressive on paper, but 

are restrictive and transgressed in practice.  

There is a reductionist approach that it is deeply rooted in the ideals of the 

Bolivarian Revolution. After 18 years of Bolivarian dominance, it seems difficult to 

modify, unless a new government or a change in the Bolivarian paradigm is achieved. It 

is also necessary a more inter-political approach in Venezuela‟s media to include voices 

from different sectors: Chavistas, maduristas, opposition, and resistance. This can 

reflect the salience and sensibilities of these groups, which I consider are the protagonist 

of the Venezuela‟s political scenario. 

One must recognize that the construction of the Constituent Assembly in these 

media platforms is unclear and confusing, which makes it difficult for media to report on 

the events without a biased approach. The challenges are not limited to the reach or 

political ideology of these media platforms; they also are determined by external factors 

related to the struggles of the Bolivarian Revolution. Understanding such factors requires 

a deep analysis of the historical and legal context on which the Bolivarian Revolution has 

evolved.  

Journalists and audiences should be encouraged to study the complexities of 

Venezuela‟s political realm. This will test the ability of media to craft balanced news that 

covers dimensions of an issue. It could also guarantee a media spectrum that 

acknowledges, respects and fosters freedom of expression before the defense of 

political ideologies. 
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